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ABSTRACT
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11`ithin the past y t a wide.- :ad a wig n it ,i
behavioral obteetives" "iwocumeihi'it!t" has' Jae a major concern

rif SThr)rS thrOlIghrnit the r. in a rec, it Galbtp poll, reported
in the Phi Delta Kappa,' for October, .1:t70., this qm.st'on 7va8 aSked,
"trfilth/ Yell ja(11" Or 14)1 VAC a SUNICM that WOldil alert'
accountable for the progress of sttalentsr The results showed 21(.;
opposed, 67'; favored, and /? zitt.e no opinion, .S'e'an! ortich'
giVing different rir7I'PrilniS of this controversiu/ tome appear in this
new, expanded issue of the "Bulletin."

Behavioral Objectives for English.
Richard A. Meade
Professor of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

There has been much talk recently about behavioral objectives,
sts much in fact_ at the 1970 convention the _National Council of
Teachers of English passed a resolution to warn teachers of English
that the should keep a weather eye open in regard to them. Such
objectives have two key characteristics, one basic and the other
subsidiary. A behavioral objective is so desip-nated because it must
disclose the behavior which a learner should exhibit visibly for the
objective to be met. The subsidiary characteristic is that each ob-
jectie must br susceptible of being measured to determine attain-
ment lrt the learner. The classroom learner does whatever a teacher
requires to accomplish an objective; he can then be tested to discover
whether he, has in fact, acquired the desired learning. In a much
quoted reforen X, lastrnetional Objectives, Robert F. Mager gives the
following illustrations as meeting the major requirements:=

1. The student is to be able to complete a 100 item multiple-
choice examination on the subject of marine biology. The
lower limit of acceptable performance will be 85 items
answered correctly within an examination period of 90
minutes,

2. The student must be able to correctly (sic) name each item
depicted by each of a series of 20 blueprints.

Dr, Richard Meade, a member of the PATE Evcentive
rrrittee and NCTE Liaison Officer, gave the address reprinted
flow at the banquet meeting of 1/ATV's Fifth Annual Supervisory
Con f erence. Several contributions refer to this address in II:ch-
arades. Dr, ,11L'ade, a Past president of VATE ponsos the
Unire,sity.of /I annul 7,anguage Arts Con erenee ffehedulcd
this spring for Saturdao, April 17.
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3. Tlw student is to be able to draw his service revolver and
fire five rounds (shots) from the hip within a p_eriod of
three seconds. At 25 yards all rounds must hit the standard
silhouette target; at 50 yards Ile must hit with at least two
of his five rounds.

4. The student is to be able to name and give an example of
each of six programming techniques useful for eliciting a
correct response. To be considered correct, items listed by
the student must appear on the handout entitled "Program-
ming Techniques" issued by the instructor during the course.

Most talk at the present time about behavioral objectives comes
from either designers )f programmed materials for instruction or
users of systems analysis, or both.. Jerome P. Lys:ight and Clarence
M. Williams, in A Guide to Programmed Instruction, say behavioral
objectives are essential to programming and describe them in detail.2
The systems analysis expert seems to have obtained his techniques
from industrial and/or computerized operations which must have
concrete objectives, which must engage in some process to work
toward these objectives, and which must have clear-cut means of
determining their realization presumably within' a relatively short
space of time.

Ott the positive side, beltioral objectives conceived in either
of these sources may possibly have a salutary effect upon the English
classroom. Any teacher should possess a clear idea of his instruc-
tional objectives, an idea of what he expects pupils to achieve other
than the covering of pages in a textbook. If some teachers lack
clear objectives, the behavioral objectives idea may call to their at-
tention the need for and the use of objectives. Still educators have
long held the f.eaching act to consist of (I) objectives, (2) learning
experiences designed to achieve them, and (3) measurement (where
possible) to discover the presence or absence of the expected learn-
ings. The present behavioral objectives enthusiasts are in the position
of the Phaooh mentioned in Exodus: "There arose up a new king
over Egypt, \vim knew not .Joseph." Those who must borrow systems
analysis from business management evidently have never read the
educational writings which proclaimed a comparable system, A. _11.
Palmer in 1929 described his "learning-prodoct technique."" He
identified the first practice in this technique as "the setting up of

ilearning products in terms of new ways of behaving to be attained
by pupils." "The second practice," he continued, is providing the
learning activities_ and learning material that will produce the desired
learning produce." Note that he defined his "learning product" as
"a new way of behaving." He pointed out, too, that a test would
"secure evidence from which one (might). infer the presence or
absence of the learning product." It makes little practical difference
whether a teacher becomes aware of the need for objectives and for
associated learning experiences from A. R. Palmer, from educa-
tional writers since 1929, or. from a "systems ntan-"

There are two main objections, however, to the new lu-eed
objectives. The first is that they do not appear to include certain
major types of Mornings. In his Instructional Objectives, Robert F.
Mager acknowledges this omission by saying this book is "for any-
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one interested in transmitting skills and knowledge to others."'
Mager's behavioral of do suit well skill-type objectives, which
depict a kind of behavior that is readily observable, The nbiliity to
place a comma in a series of words is a clear example; the teacher
can look at a written sentence and observe the presence or absence of
the comma. ilager shows by the various examples listed above
that to him knowledge means repeating,, bits of Lnformation. No-
Where does he suggest that knowledge type objectives include generali-
zations, understanding, concepts, or the kind of learnings termed
insights, Yet A. R. Palmer in 10'29 designated one kind of "learning-
product" as understanding. lit said that this type differed from the

m skill-, type "in being, not a fixed and automatic response,
but a method of thinking that leads a "generalization. Such a learn-
ing product," he contirmed, "Implies notmere memorization but the
development of an intelligent attitude based upon a transformation
of meaning. The pupil is now able to associate new ideas with other
knowledge and to be conscious of their relatinship.' As recently as

,Jerome Bruner, in his Process of Education, spoke of the
structure of a subi,ct is consisting in part of major ideas essentially
the same kind or learning:.

Palmer considered the -acquisition of an understanding as a new
way of behaving. Was he correct to consider mental transformation
as a kind of behavior? The possession of a new insight, or of a
greater depth of insight, may be just as much a behavior as placing
a period at the end of a sentence or repeating the titles of Shake-
speare's tragedies. In addition, an attitude may he based on an in-
sight, albeit it may be absorbed from tissociation. I3oth insights and
attitudes appear to be omitted from current treatments of behavioral
objectives.

When John Ciardi said that readers should discover through
literature "glimmerings about what it means to be a human being on
this titled planet" and When Wallace Stevens said, the function of a
poet is to help men live their lives," they were talking about the
acquisition of insights insights into the human condition, The
reader of Frost's "Stopping by Woods" gains insight into the under-
standing that tension exists between the call of duty and the desire
for pleasure. The reader of Robinson's "Richard Cory" gains insight
into the understanding that one man may not know what is bothering
another an, The reader of Byron's "Prisoner of Chinon"
insight into the understanding that man over the years has held
dear his freedom and has gone to insufferable ends to defend it
Such insights man gains only from his own real experiences or front
vicarious experiences through works of art, like literary pieces.

Insights like these the Main stuff of literature teaching may
have been intentionally overlooked by systems experts, because in-
sights defy experts because of the second main objection to the kind
of objectives generally called behavioral; i.e., exact measurement.
Yet there is real doubt as to whether exact measurement is possible
the obligation to word them in such a way as to suite each insight
clearly.
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When a teacher accepts insights as objectives, he should accept
as to whether exact measurement is- possible. _A learner might even
feign insight without rettlly possessing any. As already mentioned,.
Lays:night and Williams, among- others, have mentioned the necessity
of concrete behavioral objectives for programmed instruction. They
present a table to show their derivation of behavioral objectives from
what they call more abstract Objectives." In this table their first
statement of an objective appears at a glance to be an understanding,
although the authors do not indicate a type. The wording is "to
acquire a basic understanding of earth sun relationships." This word-
ing is fttulty_ for stating,. an unde grstandin: an insight: in fact,
as tiVi lliam C. Burton Once wrote in his explanation of the state-
ment- of objectives for the insight (or understanding-) type,
such as expression as an understanding of earth -sun rebuion-
tilliPS" tells where the understanding is but not what it is.7 A true
understanding, properly worded, is this: The sun is the source of
all energy on earth. A sub-insight to this one is: Chlorophyll in
in green plants, which supplies their energy, is dependent upon' sun=
light to he manufactured. An insight must he so stated us to tell
what the understanding in question is flie trouble with "an under-
standing of earth-sun relationships" is that it is a noun construction
which does not "say anything." There is no statement in "an under-
stading of earth-sun relationship."

With regard to the sample insight objectives suggested
earlier for three poems, here are "right" and "wrong" Ways to state
them:

Wrong Right
The understanding of man's re- The understanding that man
action to duty and pleasure experiences tension as he de-

cides whether to do his duty or
give in to his desires for
pleasure

The understanding of Richard The understanding dint in their
Cory's plight thoughts about Richard Cory

the people on the street show
that they did not, understand
the inner problems of Cory and
thus _suggest that one man may
not know the problems of
another

The understanding of man's re-
lationship to freedom

The understanding that man
has undergone enormous diffi-
culties in his struggle for free-
dom

There is no intention here to suggest how a teacher may have
a student acquire these stated insights. There is no implication, for
example, that they need be told to a class. Teaching fr.- insights
might well follow a discovery or inquiry method. But h 'tie to teach
for such objectives is not the province of this discussion.
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emphasizes this point in his article in a new publication of the
has been called to this lack in' a number of writings,
reference to :u-sthetic or ()they appreciation-L.) pc matters. Attention

Modern explanations of behavioral objectives

Robert Hogan

Curriculum Commission of the National Council of
Erg] ish Cali. Behavioral Objectives for Enstlish.s r,,is)gan
helievos that felitnys may play t significant part in the lives of human
In ings. English teachers may %veil he concerned about the feelings
f their students, specitdIr for re:Idiot]. :Ind literature, Feelings may
also be closely ossoeiated ct ith insights. For example, feelings came
into play in one classroom some years ago when World War II was
ilt proress at a time just after news reports had announced that
Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill had prod:tinted to the
world their famous four freedoms. The litvrature hook hod the
Prisoner of Chillon tinder the caption "Famous Narrative Poems." It
had been the teacher's custom to approach these poems in just that

:t. termer supposed to read the Prisoner of Chi/ton and like
it because George Gordon, Lord 13ron wrote it and because it was
famous as a work ()I literary art. On the particular day in question
he suddenly saw that he should talk with the class about the four
freedoms, since the main character of Byron's poem underwent so
much for freedom. After having a conversation with the class about
what feedom has meant to !nail and about the freedoms- that American
men were then lighting for, the teacher read the Prisoncr of Chillon
aloud with a minimum of necessary explanation.

reading ended, the hell rang, a lucky happening lc-ti-
the teachet. Pupils in that class had brothers on the battlefields at
the moment: they had become so involved in the subject matter of
the poem that the classroom atmosphere was heavy with emotion.
Many of them left with lumps in their throats. ,At major CILICaitill IS
this: How does a teacher measure such a lump?

Again most recent treatments of behavioral objectives emphasize
skill-type lemmings, including the memorization of bits of informa-
tion. These are the matters that schools have long. overemphasized,
sometimes to the neglect of insights and affective concerns. If an
English teacher should pay allegiance to behavioral objectives of
this kind, he is likely to continue to emphasize skills and memoriza-
tion of bits of Worm:aim) and to omit from his teaching all direction

and insights and feelings. He would do do only za the peril of
ignoring- zi major portion of true education in English.
REFERENCES

I Mtnzer, Robert F.. Instrut/ono/ objectives, Palo Alto: Fearon Pub-
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The Affective Fallacy: More on Behavioral Objectives
and the Teaching of English
Dr. R. W. Reising
Associate Professor of Secondary Education
Virginia Cmomonwealth University
Richmond, Virginia

i's;ot shire Mrs, O'Leary's cow kicked tweet the littiturn has du re
been such heat. B(ha% ior-d objectives in English? "I)on't make a
monkey nut of me. i rrriv.e to get oil your hicyclo,"t explodes II tits
Guth. 13iquivior:11 obii.ctives in English? "There are real dangers to
the English Curriculum possible," caution .1oliti NlaNwell and Anthony
Tovatt. Behavioral objectives in English? "If need he . . fight for the
retention of important humanistic goals or educ-atiou, is NCTE.
Behavienal objectives in English? "NATe are hying Mac Nomara-ed, and
we should light -it,"1 proclaims .lances Nlo [Vett.

Vet I refuse to get heated over it. Perhaps because I nave
tly worked in Florida, where air conditioning :Ind behavioral

objectives are a ml}` of life, I prefer to keep nev "cool". I simply
believe that sve who are involved with English should view "B.O.'s"
as an opportunity ti examine and illuminate our discipline and our
responsibilities to it They just may prove, if we choose to g-et close
enoug-h to them, to be friends rather than foes. I suspect that they
will soh e. few or our problems, mind you, but I am willing to give
them a chance.

Mv relatively charitable pnsitiOn results, too, from my belief
that the coming of "B.O.'s," or of some other measurement devices, y-as
p:edictable and that, consequent' . we could have prepared for them
had we wished. The call that U. S. Commissioner of Education
Francis Keppel made in 196:3 for a nationwide study "to dete rmine!
the progress or cducation" wzis a sure sign. Assessment is, to my
way of thinking, a perfect prelude to and foundation for account-
ability, that which is demanded today under the guise of "B.O.'s."
In fact, some of the questions posed in the last decade by the assess-
ment peoplefor instance, "Ilow does a given discipline assess, and
for what does it assess ?" bear an uncanny resemblance to questions
currently being raised by accountzibility enthusiasts. Yet none in our
tanks violently opposed the call for assessments. Similarly, none
wotked at developing assessment instruments, which, given the present
heat over might well have served as a substitute for themor
at least as a base from which to evolve an acceptable substitute.

But other omens also harbingered the arrival ( "B.O.'s." The
tremendous mushrooming in public school costs, from 17 billion dollars
in 1 960-til to 40.7 billion dollars in 1 970-7 1,'' represented one of
them. With dramatic increases in financial outlays an annual oc-
currence, surely one question was destined to be asked eventually of
all teachers, those in English included: "Can vou prove that the
money going to you for instructional purposes is being used efficiently?"
The request for the manufacture of "B.O.'s." is simply that question
rephrased.



Likewise, the fact that each year the ranks of the school drop-
outs inetease Lit three quarters cf million young men and Wonwn",
foretold that "13.0.'s," or some other accountability instruments, were
iii the oding for our discipline, as well as for every other. Somebody,
or a bunch of somebodies, was bound to query us one day about the
effectiveness of our instruction in light of the radical annual growth
of those ranks. Similarly, the recent and scathing indictments of all
pnblie education, carrying such no-holds-barred titles as. The 7'tlrartntt
al Ed neat Our Children Ale 1_,) ying, mid Teaching As /1 Subversrve

I Oh.; tm The last-named by two persons in English Education no less,
were intimations that the day, or the decade, of accountability was
soon to at rive The launching of the Carnegie Corporation study in

I .6 provided still another onion. The findings of that study, com-
pleted lit die fall of 1970, supply virtu illy irrefutable proof that the
"severest critics of present American education" were right,
schools are ,"oppressive. "grim," nod "joyless," and that teachers
"fail to think seriously about the purposes and consequences of %d at
they doabout the relationship of educational means to ends and
IlAth they seldom qoestion established practic," tending -do what
teaelie;s I-fore them have dour. "'

Dr. Wising% a new contributor to the Bulletin, joined the
stall Conimonwealth Universit y this fall as Associate
Prof essor in the Department of Secondary Ed lira lion. Prior to
t t tine he had taught for f ou rt elm years al a -varlet y of institu-
tions, among them the University of Florida, a state
ha i i objeet Ives have been established. Last summer.-Or. _1 _.ising
received lilt doctorate in English Ed uca t ion from Duke University
having priTiOlbSly received a 13 (roar ichigan State and an
11.1. from the U niversit y of Conner

111 has au thOriZed 7711170'1'0118 n articles as -well as a
high school te.1,1 book, I: ro as

We Who are involved with English would likt to think that the
findings of the Carnegie study, like the accusations of the public
school critter, apply only to our neighbors in other disciplines, not
to us. But in our honest minds we know otherwise. We know, for
instance, that we have been equally guilty of failing to reconcile
research fintling,s with classroom practices and that, as a conseqUence,
we still find many, perhaps thousands, in our ranks cherising ana-
chronistic methodologyhoping praying, and actually believing that it
is as modern as it was when Mrs. O'Leary's cow was a calf. Most
typical, perhaps, art= those among us who cling steadfastly to the
practice of imposing the formal study of grammar upon students as
a means of improving their writingthis is the face of contradictory
evidence that is as mountainous as it is convincing-. Small wonder,
then, that, under under the guise of striving to alert "the new teacher
who is anxious to get started right," the English Journal (September,
1970, p. 854) warns us for the umpteenth time that the practice, like
nine other equally ineffective ones, "'should not be' in the English
classroom." Small wonder, too, that in "The Linguistic Imagination"
(English Journal, April, 1970, pp. 477 ff.), originally presented at
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the IP() "CTE National Convention. .J ruin s E. Miller, President of
NCTP:, employs the label "la trivia gra 'foil" to ideatify one of
the images of the English teacher.

Thus, for tn-o reasons at least, the conflagration met "B.O.'s"
does not enkindle my passions. As Robert F. I logan might have said
(hut obviously did not intend to sac I in "On Hunting and Fishing-

0and s111001k111," Willie VC %Vila art involved %%WI English; wereoff fishing, others spent their time huntin and they trapped some
big g-ame, on which they placed the label "behavioral objectives." Now
they have invited us to share in the examination of them, nod I for
One am not about to be inhospitable, especially since at the moment
I have no replacement On which to focus Inv attention and, equally
"Porl:HII, I JIP-'t nut! Profit from the sturdy. 1110 jargon of my hosts,
terms like 'program variable," "descliptive variable," and "minimum
level variable," does not really appeal to me, but being linguistically
tolerant, I am certain that I can accept it.. Likewise, although I findsome of their thinking strangefor instance, their belief that the
results of human learning are always discernible and mcasurahle,
ant not- about to he scored I), it, for I know that I share their
interest in behaviors: as Alan C. Purses points out, "behaviors
are the business of all or ITS in cdocno.0.-9 Anyway. becoose hunters
are traditionally more robust. _than fishermen, I am eager to learn
something about the reasons for and sources or their robustness.

Knowing that many inilerS English are equally curious, Iwould like to outline several sug,stions that may prove valuable to
us as we pursue the study. I think all of these suggestions sensible
inasmuch as I have had omplc opportunity, thanks to new days in
Florida, to work with "B.O.'s" and some or their most capable pro-
lit-molts. A look at a few negative suggestions that possess a potential
for positive results is appropriate at the outset:

One: Even if we teach in states in which there is apparently little
interest in "11 0:s," we should not take an "It can't happen here"
attitude. It can prepare us for just one r,.,sult: a rude awakening, .For
a long time teachers in Florida, for example, held such on attitude=
only to learn recently that their State Department of Education demand-
ed that all or them participate in the manufacture of "I3.0:s." As a
fotmer colleague of mine states in a syllabus which he pr eplred for
a course offered through the College of Education at the University ofSouth Florida, "Whether one accepts heartily or rejects vehemently
the idea of stating learning objectives in behavioral terms as pre-
scribed by the accreditation standard guidelines (Florida), the fact
remains that this is currently the policy.'"' Essentially, every teacher
in CVerY public school of Florida is "asked to do three things," accord-
ing to Harold H. Blanton, Consultant on School Accreditation for the
State Department of Educationand the format of his recent letter
to me suggests the priorities which he wishes to make clear:

) State specifically what she expects her students to learn in
a unit of time.

Outline the conditions under which they will be working--
AND
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State specifically how success will be measured." Undeni-abl, iii the current deride none involved %% lilt English, not even
"Miller's la trivia zrommatic,11. has justification 1-,,r being caught or

,hold he be asked to participate in the manufacture of "B.O.'s."
States like lolida signal what is possible. Thus our motto should be
not "It can't happen here" lint "Since it has happened elsewhere, it
can happen abyss here."

Two: \\e .ti /u.,,/d riot attack Hobert F. \Ia er's 'rcParing 1-viruifirrtrrl Obirctiz.rs rfrilo Alto: Fearon Publishers, Inc_ 19(2) unless
we 'Indy:stand exactly %da that honk represents. It is unf air. for
instance. to indict that volume and its author on the ground., that "no-
where does he ['Mager' suggest that knowledge-type objectives include
generalizations (insights, concepts, understandings)."12 In PlO.,
Mager is by his own admission not interested in discussing the
applicability of "13.0,'s." to the affective domain, the domain in which
insights prominently figure :Ind in which concepts and understandings
cart also play a part, lie desires, instead, to probe just two of the three
domains of the behavioral dimension, the cognitive and the psycho-
motor: "A honk for teachers and student teachers . for anyone
interested iti transmitting skills [psychomotor" and knowledge
[cognitive] to others.-1" Poves makes eminently clear the reason

rage- elects in his little treaties to avoid the affective: "This volume
was developed not for the scholar but For the average teacher of
vocational education so that he or she could determine precisely
what it was that was desired of students."t t \\ye who are involved
with English mu ely must concede that the concerns of vocational
education ate quite different from ours.

Before assailing Mager's first book on behavioral objectives,
should be aware, too, that it is just that- a first book on the subject.
a pioneering effort already almost ten years old. In the "Foreword"
of the book, 'John 13, Gilpin leaves us with no doubts as to the intent
of iMager's effort:

Preparing Instructional Objectives makes a start toward
describing how to specify objectives. It is not nded to
he the last word on the subject. Bather, it is something
like the first vord.'
As we shall subsequently note, "B.O.'s," Mager, and others of

his ilk, have come a long vay since 1962.
Three: We should not mock "13.0." proponents unless we have

good reason for doing so. They are not fools, as some in our ranks,
surprised and perplexed by the arrival of "B.O.'s," would have us
believe. fact that they have mustered the support of ninny key
public school officials certainly speaks well of their intelligence. We
should note, too, that some of themBussell W. Wiley, for instance=
were at one time teachers of English and know our discipline as %yell
as sonic of us do( and probably a lot better than la trivia grainnzatical
does). We must concede, furthermore, as John W. Wick points out,
that the:goal of the "13.0." people is as intelligent as oursbecause it
is exactly like ours: effective teaching:

A good teacher wants to bring about changes in his students.
A good teacher is willing to tell anyone who cares to ask
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exactly which changes he is working to hring. about. The
iden of accountability should not be a threatening one. It
simply poses o number of reasonable questions: What ore
not ohjectives? linty can I reach them best? Did I reach
111(.1)1? The use of behaviorally stated objectives is a power-
ful "handle" by Which te:iehers can answer these questions.
The effort to state objectives behaviorally is o wart of think-
ing about the questions which helps the teacher reach useful
conclusions."
Gloating Over the linguistic idiosyncrasies of th "B.O." propo-

nents is certainly no way to improve either our relations with them or
our inutere with anyhody. As Miller suggests in "The Linguistic
knight:ohm," we who are skillful with and sensitive to language
should know of heiter Ways to employ our talents, especially "ill a

time of crisis such its tod:iv." Tlins, when We nest clICOlinter (M Of
our brethren gleefully throwing sic, complete with p parentheses, after,
let's say, a split infinitive cretited ht a "B.O." authorized (uncl the
"11.0." pcoplc are great at splitting their infinitives), hopefully each
of us will have courage enough to inform our colleague that attention
to such trivia is hardly achnirtible these days. My response will prob-
ably he in the form of a written mt.ssage: "Don't you think that to
really get [sic] his message across, the `B.O.' authority intentionally
split his infinitive? Incidentally, have you recently re-read 'Dare
Schools Set tt Stzindard in English Ustige?' l'iti could profit from
;mother look at that fine essz1Yhy Robert C. Pooley-"

Four: We should ;tot assume that "both insights and attitudes
appear to be omitted from treatments of behavioral objectives."17
Such an assumption is totally unacceptable to anyone familiar with
treatments which have appeared since 19(12 and Alager's Prepariniz
Instructional Objectives. Mager himself has been responsible for
one of those treatments: Developing Attitude Toward Learning (Palo
Alto: Fearon -Publishers, Inc., 19(i8). Robert .1. Armstrong Terry
D. Cornell, Robert F.. Kroner, and E. \Vavne Roberson have collabo-

. rated on another: 7'he nr1:12101) ni e in and EVaillatiOn of lichavioi'di
0 NCO it,CS (W orthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Com-
patty, 197()). H. 11. Mt Ashan has produced a third: ii7i-itittg

Objectives (Now V.Thrk: Harper and Row, 1970). \\.
has written two others, one ,intitled and unpublished, the other,
Rehalioral Objectives, also unpublished. All of these treatments of
"B.O.'s" ate similar in one important reSpect: they probe the affective
domain, the domain which involves "insights and attitudes." While
none of thent, to my Way of thinking, presents a "B.O." apparatus
sophisticated_ enough to function effectively in that domain, all of
them indicate that "13.0." proponents have improved upon Preparing
Instructional Obfectives. Collectively, furthermore, they bear witness
to the indelatigabilitY of the "13.0." People in their quest for an
app-aratus which operates in all three domains and whose effectivenes-s
cannot be questionednot ev:)n by us fishermen.

Now let's look at some posia.'e suggestions that can lead to positive
results:

One: If called upon to contribute-to the manufacture of "B.0._,
we should demand that all involved in our particular project agt'ee



on meanings of key concepts. Unanimit on "cognitive," and
"psychomotor" is especially essential. If we were to employ these
basic terms in one way and our co-workers or superiors were to employ
them in another, chaos, not prOgress, would result. And chaos is
definitely possible given the fact that some "B.O." specialists include
"evaluation." for instance, uts a variable in the cognitive domain"
while novices often see it as belonging in the affective. "Skills"
is another word that most he nailed down: "R U." specialists seem
tot use u freely when working with the psychomotor domain, less
frequently with the cognitive, and rarely with the affective, VIA I

eIOC On cannot (mite fathom their logic, In any case, slippery termi-
nology can doubtless lead to a hit of falls for fishermen trying to stay
abreast of experienced hunters.

Two: If culled upon to contribute to the manufacture of "13,0,'s,"
we shota demand that all involved in our particular project agree
on the physical format to be used. Even a cursory glance at the
writings of "l3.0." specialists makes it quite clear that there is no

Amanintity on the shape that "B.O.'s" can take. In fact, there are
almost as naattw fr,rivatti as there are specialists, each of them reflect-
ing the priorities and convictions of its creator.

The sample.' "MO." appearing below is included for two reasons:
( ) those among ON who have never seen a completed "13.0." can
sense what is involved in its manufacture; (2) the format that is
used is as representative as most .other formatsand definitely much
more sensible than tinnu NVIliCh haws brCO cnacotted. Hopefully, none
of us will conclude that the sample depicts an ideal or perfect format.
Nothing could be more absurd. An ideal or perfect format will he
available only if and WIWI) all of us are involved with English agree
that such a format has been createdby us, and or the "B.O."
with witics!,

I. Tenth-grade students (institutional variable)
2. Will display an increased knowledge ( behavioral variable)
3. or semantics (instructional variable)
I. As measured by a per of at least 70% on a teacher

created examination (MONA Or nienSIOTIOC110
Three: If called upon to contribute to the manufacture of

"11.0's," we shotdd &Intim' that all involved in our particular project
agrVe tin %v here can work. If it is thought that they can
work ill most areas of the cognitive!, hit exampleeNeellent. But the
areas in question from tlii cognitive should immediately be delineated
so I hat no one involved with the project is subsequently in a position
to proclaim: "(ke, I didn't know that "11.0:s" had to be manufactured
to cover that urea. I had assumed that "Ka's" could work only
with .

As noted earlier, "130." enthusiasts are committed to the belief
that "13,0.'S" van work in all three domains. Vet not all or them agn!e
that every goal in every domain cum be specified behaviorally." Dis

between goals that can be identified throui.ch "11,0.'s
and those that cannot be is vital to the success or any,"11.0." under-
aking.

t'onrt if coiled upon to contribute to the manufacture of "B.O.'s"
we I embark upon the venture in to spirit or cooperation. Any



other attitttrlt makes frustration find failure inevitable, not only for
us but also for all those kvith whom we are working.

Leaders in English have already exemplified that cooperative
spirit which can and should 1w ours. .1. N. Hook, Stephen Donning,
Edward Jenkinson, Alan, and numerous other luminaries from our
ranks hove been vorkinfr effectively, and continue to work effectively,
with :\iiii-Ter .find other "I3.0," specialists on the Tri.University 130E
Project, which centers on "a two=story study of behavioral objectives for
English in grades 9-1 2""

Yet no one should delude himself. The manufacture of
represents hard work for all who are engaged in it, It C1111 nnt and
Shfalld not be taken lightly. But the rewards that may accrue from
the strange union of the odd-looking objects and English art!
too enticing for any of us to be discouraged by the possibility
hart! work, More important, as Hook tells tit, if those in English
shy from the task of producing "13.0A" appropriate to their discipline,
"it may he done less well by othcrs.'=1 That,' in my opinion, would
In the greatest fallacy to which we who are involved with the affective
domain could fall victim.
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Backlash or Backwash?
Robert T. Robertson
Department of English
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, Virginia

Teachers of English should always lie :aware that their subject
is It NVOrld language and a world literature. It was not alw,tys. at ono
time the language and its literature belonged to a small nation, and
much of what we teach comes from the past and the place of that
nation. But that is no loaner, and most of what has happened in
English and is happening tod:iy in its teaching is VNIthiined by the
fact that the iginal family of srakers has become a very large
tribe spread all over the polyglot win Id. l'he loin. million English-
speakers of Shakespeare's day have multiplied in four centuries a
hundred-fold, and less than half of them are in this country. But
this is 11-here that eNpansion began in Virginia and of all
English-speakers in the world Virginians should he most conscious
of that historical f:iet, mid hence of its enroll:11y; no development or
change in the English curriculum anywhere in the English-speaking
community can fail eventually to affect all other parts to greater or
lesser degree.

The two major developments within the professional lifetime of
most English teachers in this country and this state have been the
realisation that the English language is what is spoken, not what is
written; and secondly that literature in English is whatever has
literary merit for the present situation of its reader. Lorna noon!:
has a certain literary value but it is not generally realised in the
present situatkm mo,it readers tai English = it takes COntNttinl
and comparative study to ;min eciate its merits. Esit Lorna lkone
from the school English curriculum, and with her a good many
other tired works; the canon of British literature on which we have
blithely or blindly relied for many years has begun to evapt,:ati

Both developments are particularist, and they place a greater
strain on the teacher of English in this country to determine for
herself what is to be accepted as the English language and as
literature in English. "Aluch of that strain occurs because the walls
of the classroom have thinned; the classroom is more aware or bring
part or a community that begins outside its door and extends across
the globe. Both developments have begun to affect English teaching
outside this country, as one noticed in the reports of the 1)artmouth
conference. In particular, the evaporation of the canon has left room

Dr. Robertson, a fregaent contributor lh 'Bulletin", on
nwinher of ['ATE, and current president Of Nil TE, has

returned this fall to the English Department of Virginia Polytechnic
Institab% lie laid been granted a two-year leave-of-absearc to
tutu Quern's ColIcge in Ontario as a (loco-Aviv candidate. lie is
cc native Nen, Zealander, a popular beaker, and an a_rrlliorit y
world litcraturc



for local writing and for writing from other parts of the English
community, It is now possible to study threkleberry Finn in class
room i outside this country xvhere a few years ago it would have been
slice! d it as at an even earikr (hue it was ignored ill the English
classrooms of this country.

We English teachers are now cetliing with a newer movement,
that of %%Thing behavioral objectives, with its concomitants of pro-
grammed learning and teacher accountability. Most English teachers
raise two initial objections to this movement, as they understand it,
and behind those two lies a third.

In the first place, although there has been talk about behavioral
objectives in English for abates six years, the idea behind it iz; simply
the sound and traditional .inothis oPerandi of any chissrooni the
step-by-step presentation of small units or areas or problems in,
say, English grammar or composition. A teacher, in this sense, is
one %vim stands between the student and the %clink subject, and pays
nut at the most effective rate one part of the subject after another so
that the student can completely grasp each part before proceeding to
the next. There is nothing novel in that.

In the second place, every English teacher knows that English
is a lifetime activity, subject i to attrition, growth, and stagnation
throughout the student's life. Strictly speaking-, then, the English
teacher is accountable for her student's speaking, writing, rending
and understanding until he dies. This is an extreme statement, but
many senior English teachers have had the experience of former
students coming

that
years later to see them because they remember

the impress of that teacher on their habits of reading, writing, and
understanding: It IS not what the English teacher knows or has said
or achieved that matters to the student ® it is what the English
teacher ix. if she is the one who at an early age demonstrates every
Minute of the classroom period that she has higher standards and
greater Libility in 141)0nhing; writing, reading,. Lind hearing English
than anyone else the student has met up to that time, then she en-
courages the student to do likewise, and her model persists in his
mind for a long time

' It is this human dimension ttf English teaching that makes it
a living career and dint contrasts most sharply with the mechanical
premise of the behavioral .objectives movement. At bottom it is a
clash between modes of knowing and of learning, and, its ,Iacques
Barzun I-ts recently stressed in The American University, that clash
runs through American education from top to bottom. It amounts
to increasing confrontation between knowing how to do some
practical ad limited task, and knowing how to learn whatever you
need for your physical, mental, and spiritual comfort in life be7
tween driver education.. and English. English courses are courses
in pure thinking, as is recognised in .their prime position in the e du-
cation system from kindergarten to college.

Given this behavioral objective for English tis n whole, how
ctin we write objectives for each --step of .the way? Ilete the third
objection of experienced teachers to the currently touted form of



behavioral objective writing conies into play. We have been working
for years on a comprehensive and continuous curriculum in English,
grades one to twelve and on up. In that curriculum, influenced as
it is by the two major developments I I CiltiOnt'd earlier, there is very
little place for tvhat can be achieved by writing out our aims in the
form of behavioral objectives, at least in their current form, and this
is sn for two itlsons, In terms of programs and accountable ohjec-
tires we cannot express our aims Jr those aims are defined as en-
abling the s'udent realize his own potential response to a literary
work -- ititles e either prepared to write objectives for every
sing-le student, Or twalinL to teturo to MemOrizing tables. of Figures
of speech. rurthertiore the objectives cannot yet be defined and
realized that will coi-e witn the concept that the source of language
is speech unless we wish to return to the vain attempt to impose
"standard" patterns of speaking, and tvriting,

The movement F-',V Writing behavioral objectives in English,
therefore, scents more reactionary than novel; the basic premise. of
the movement is mechanistic and inhumanistic, as - ,was ct ident iii
the remark of a progranulaT that was not necessary for students to
read Walden in order to "teach" it to them. Possibly this is part of
what has been identified as a conservative trend in the United States'
body politic, a reaction to the radical trend in our culture, But there is
another explanation of its origins, and this we can grasp by looking
at what the writing of behavioral objectives in English can achieve,
its positive aspect.

Behavioral objectives do seem credible and possible in English
in certain situations, chiefly YhereVer English is tinig-ht as a second
language and especiall!,, where those being taught this second
hinguage must acquire some facility in writing an internationally
comprehensible form of it such a situation was thought to exist in
many American schools years ago and to sonic small extent still
does, but it is found today mostly in schools which are or have
lately been missionary enterprises in Africa and Asia,

About a century ago that situation pertained in the midlands
and northern counties of England when Matthew Arnold vas an
inspector of schools. His job was to visit the school, examine each
pupil and grade the teacher on the results. Ile loathed this inquisi-
tion as much as did the teacher and her pupils, but legislators and
administrators loved it.; it was called "payment by results," and
the results have scarred education in the British Isles and Com-
monwealth for decades as we can see in bitter scenes in Lawrence's
7710 Rainbow, Hardy's Jude the Obscure, and the novels of Sylvia
Ashton-Warner.

A similar system optwatcd in this country years ago (althoug
the school inspector is not as well-known a figure in what may be
called the race-consciousness of American touchers), and it seems to
have stemmed Ingely from the paramount position of things New
England in mutters English, be a century ago. It was a
harsh but necessary way of standardizing literacy; it did force im-
migrant and regional speakers to acquire a mcans of eonnnunieation



across a continent and thus form a literate electorate; it performed
much the same job in England and it has been particularly effective
in providing a Ihzgua franca as the base for the political, economic,
and cultural hegemony of the Commonwealth of Nation_s. Without
that system English would not today be :L world hinguage, but it is
a frontier weapon, a means of extending the literacy frontier in a
common langtulge across hrge areas of the glc!,e. And it still works,
as I learn from my daughter who is teaching ti _rigid form of traditional
grammar _in her English classes at the girls' secondary school in
Docloma, Tanzania,

My thesis in beginning this article was that any-thing that works
in one part of English-speaking world will gradually permeate the
others a "ripple" ,theory, let us call it The two developments I
described earlier seem to me to have begun to ripple out from this
country into those other parts; in turn they have provoked a counter-
ripple back from its frontiers to the center.

The movement for the writing of behavioral objectives in
English is such a counter-ripple, I suggest, and we have seen these
reverse movements before. When universal education was introduced
into England in the late nineteenth century it caused an educational
crisis, especially a shortage of teachers which was ,solved temporarily
by the introduction from mission schools in India ,of what was called
the "Calcutta System": each teacher taught ten pupils who in turn
taught ten more; the system is still used in Imass literacy programs,
methods which have been superseded in n literate area but which
has severe limitations. In times of crisis, then, the cruder still
operate on its frontier are likely to be brought back to the center
of the area as remedies for the crisis.

Nov I am not suggesting that we are in a crisis in English edu-
cation in this country; but for some reason or other we are being
invited to consider seriously the writing of behavioral objectives in
English, and that idea is, I suggest, to be found at work only on the
literacy frontier of English at present. But it did at one time play
a part in the education system in this country, Rather than being a
direct importation from, say, Tanzania of an outmoded system, it is
probably not so much a -counter-ripple as a subterranean swell, the
memory of a harsh frontier past when those who paid the country
school teacher passed judgement on his or her ability. After all, there
is no simpler accountability test than a good old-fashioned spelling.
bee. Whatever its source an importation or a revival the idea
of writing behavioral objectives in English directly conflicts with
our new and hard-won particularist values.

Writing objectives in English is not so much an alternative to
present .practices as a-. conflict with -them for a much deeper reason
than I have so .far suggested. Objectives must be expressed in .a
linear mode, a step-by-step sequence In which each step is self-con-
tained and likely to be Forgotten when tested. As a linear mode of
learning it conflicts with what may be called a-"layer!' mode in which
everything that is learned settles down at, is appropriate level in the
human consciousness.- If there is a spiritual crisis in America, part of



it may be caused by the realisation that for too long we have as-
sumed that everything worth knowing can be presented in assembly
line or conveyor belt fashion; we are beginning to realize that there is
a difference between driver education and English, and that what
works for one the linear mode will not work for the other.
English, as the portal to all learning and the means of all thinking,
settles down at the deepest level of consciousness, and the basic as-
sumption of every Eng lih teacher must be that she is both building
on what the student's previous teacher gave him and also putting
down a layer for the next.

Such a grand objective amounts to releasing the consciousness
of the student from -ignorance not just of English but of everything
worth knowing. In both its depth and its long lifetime effect on tEe
student, English is incapable Of defining its objectives except in the
humanistic terms it has always employed, and these may appear
meaningless to the programmer. The validity or eternal truth of
those terms resides in the ethic of the individual English teacher.
We should, therefore, welcome the challenge.of the behaviorists as an
opportunity to revitalize our ethic and as a moment to educate them
in a restatement of our objectives, in the most valid and real humanistic
terms, We might, for instance, ask of any behavioral objective pro-
granu does it make the student happier in the English classroom, or
does it make him a better human bein0 We should certainly demand
that those humanist criteria be taken into account in writing such a
program, and I know we would all be interested in how it could be
done,

What possibly inhibits us in challenging the behaviorists is that
the sense of the tradition of teaching English is not nearly as firmly
felt in this country as in other parts of the English-speaking world;
it seems to havebeen vitiated by all sorts of assaults on our integrity
and competence in the last two decades. But we can recover that
pride in our tradition by accepting this challenge. Our first step
should be to recognize the real nature of this new movement for
writing behavioral objectives, and to demand that it deny the i-mpu-
tations I have made that is it inherently mechanistic, simplistic,
reactionary and imperialistic, The_ awareness of the English teacher
that he or ,she is not alone, that English is a world language and a
1% orld literature, enables us to recognize the familiar nature of this
movement, an old enemy writ new.

THREE BULLETIN WRITERS HONORED
Articles written by 11, Baird Shuman, Henry L. Sublett, and
Donald Ball for the May, 1970 issue of the Bulletin are con-
sidered by NCTE ERIC to be substantive .contributions to
education and abstracts of their articles Will appear in a spring
issue of ReNearch in. Education.



Accountability for Achievement in English?
Robert P. Hilldrup
Director of Public Information
Richmond Public Schools
Richmond. Virginia

In a mid-western city, a private firm of educational consultants
takes over operation of an entire public school, agreeing to forfeit. a
set part of its fee for each pupil whose performance in certain ada-
demic areas does not improve to a pre-set level.'

In many northern cities, demands from citizens result in public
disclosure of comparative school scores on standardized tests taken by
pupils.2

At major educational meetings, the issue of testing fora national
assessment of public educational performance remains an issue of
heated controversy.a

Can one word sum up all three trends?
YesAccountability
Like the cost of everything else, the cost of public education

continues to rise. With the oft-rumored "taxpayer's revolt" now a
reality in many areas, this public clamor for accountability in edu-
cational progress frequently becomes a demand for a reportin
layman's languageof what taxpayers are getting for their moneyin the way of pupil progress and performance.

But can such accountability be furnished and, particularly, canit be furnished in the broad general area of English, one in which
subjective achievement is frequent and, accordingly, difficult to
measure? Perhaps, but it is.by no means easy.

Before joining the Richmond Public Schools in 1969 as Director of
Public Information, Mr. Hilldrop was education editor of "The
Richmond News Leader". He holds an'A.B. in English from East
Carolina University and an M.Ed, from Virginia Commonwealth
University. He has taught in the public schools, in adult educa-

on educational television and at the university level.

Measuring achievementaccountabilityis difficult, if not im-
possible, when results are so often deferred. The teacher who can
implant ideas and values like "time bombs . . that . . (have) been
going off ever since"' has been just as "accountable" as one whose
charges score well on the weekly test and then live on with unchanged
lives.

To say that accountability is not already with us is to ignore the
obvious. For example, despite all efforts to the contrary_ , many
citizens insist on taking satisfaction in the excellence of a school
which produces a handful of Merit Scholars, looking with jaundiced
eye at the neighboring school which has none.



The business executive who must teach basic grammar to a
new secretary has his "accountability" and, at times, a negative one.
But is it fair to say that the secretary knows less than one from a
previous generation?

The colleges and universities NciliC11 must offer remedial classes
in basic composition may snarl at the incompetency of the public
schools, but to what extent do minority quotas and open enrollment
bear on the problem?

The drop-out rate is a matter of legitimate concern, but the
simple facts are that overall, more students are staying in school
longer, despite academic weakness, which in other eras would have
forded them out into the unskilled labor force. How does this re-
tention factor reduce raw objective test scores from the level of
previous years?

The case for public agitation over the accountability issue
already been stated in broad terms. What, then, are some of the
critical factors under which English teachers must work which may
be contributory to the problem, what are some possible solutions, and
how is this entire area best presented to the public recognizing both
the Layman's right to accountability and the professional's right to
oft-times subjective judgments?

Some of the critical factors under which English teachers must
work are:

1. Time. No matter how one cuts it, there are still only 24
hours in a day. Enrichment programs and summer courses may help,
but the actual length of the school day is little changed from 20 or
even 40 years agoand the amount of quantitative subject matter
which the schools are expected to transmit has increased hideously
in the same period.

2. Student load. It may be redundant, but an English teacher
simply cannot handle the pupil load, with its concommitant burden
of essays, speeches, book reports, and other time-consuming projects
that can be undertaken, for example, by a teacher of home eco-
nomics or other specialities.

3. Objectives. The aims of education were outlined many years
ago with some rhetoric by Alfred North Whitehead.r' They have
been summarized more recently and in an entirely different kind of
language by Max Bafferty.o Regirdless of these philosophical ex-
tremes, or dozens of others in between, it seems that a great deal of
confusion still exists among teachersto say nothing of pupils and
parentsas to just what are the objectives of the English curriculum.
At present, one suspects- countless English teachers are floundering
in the morass of spelling vs: Silas Marner, voice and diction vs. an
exercise in parsing.

Thus, -English educators can hardly account to the public on
what they are achieving and where they are going if, indeed, more
than a few are less than certain themselves.

4. Competence. Call it a value judgment Which it is), but
subjective observation leaves one with the painful feeling that too
many ill-prepared, uninterested (and uninteresting) people



teaching the grand old subject of English. Too many have them-
selves never developed any true love or feeling for language.
They ;Iry prone to pontification, lovingly _t_lescribing, as Jarnes Jackson
Kilpatrick obs( rved, four bananas as "three bananas and one en-
loogaied yeAtiw fruit"7 instead of simply, four bananas.

it should f,e nimossible to visit an English teacher's home or
office without fincNi g books on table, in chairs, under the bed, a
library that is riser, picked and gleaned, polished and rubbed, to
produce the enthusln and excitement that leaves the teacher aghast
that time has expired i.td a new play, an old poem, a long lost novel,
has not been thrown out for dissection and digestion by his pupils

In truth, how many English teachers are themselves accountable
sticking to the state-approved text and the minimum certification
requirements, or reading, debating, thinking., exploring, stretching
the honAdaries or their own interests, their own minds, so that at the
right moment they will stand ready to strike the spark of literary
emotion to the tinder of the student heart?

How many white teachers have read the authors of the black
anger? And how many black teachers have sought, truly, to under-
stand the traditional white culture amidst which the child of poverty,
the ghetto, or the minority must make his place if he is to live and
work with success .4nd profit in the society of America and the world?

And, so, what can be done?
Many things.
1. Let's get off the defensive about accountability. To do this,

we must say to allprofessional and laymanthat there are some
areas in which an objective accounting of English achievement is
possible: measurements of traditional grammatical knowledge, read-
ing levels, spelling skills but that these are incidental to the overall
objective whiCh is:

2. Communications. This is what English teaching should be
all about. The accountability thus must-be measured from a simple,
yet subjective standpoint: Iris this child_ growniS he continuing to
growin his communicative skills? Does he read; not necessarily what,
but how much? Can he articulate his ideas, not just to his peers,.
but to those at other Social levels? Does he write;inot necessarily some
copy -book exercise, but with an expressive emotion which lets the
reader know what the child knows, what the child feels? : Does he
hearand understand? In short, has he been equipped to feel that
he can express himself through- language, rather than violence? Can
he receive facts, ideas, emotions, through the spoken word? What
does he think? Why? If children can be equipped to do these things,
then those whose job it is to teach English have been accountable.

And yetall this is very t.ee, but how can it be accomplished?
3.. Cooperative efforts; among which are a return to the core

curriculum -at the elementary level,
The core curriculum of 35 years ago was criticize .Prhaps

rightly, not because the concept is inadequate, but that the dhasis
was wrong. Consider for. a.mement whatmight be achiL 'red by
iniplenienting a .communiention-languitge. centered Ore of study in



which all disciplines were taugh
and com.nunication,

with primary emphasis on language

The mechanics of this are far too involved to cover here,..but
suffice it to say that considerable restructuring of the training of
elementary teachers is required.

Secondly, there should be further internal communication in
which secondary teachers let elementary teachers knowdirectly
how it seems that elementary language training -has fallen short.
Elementary teachers, in turn, should be able to let secondary teachers
know something of the .awesomc difficulty of preparing large_ num-
bers of very young children amidst the often frightening workloads
under which- elementary teachers must live and labor.

Thirdly, the secondary curriculum must be so Structured that
teachers of all disciplines twill recognize their responsibility for ac-
countability in language. It does no good for an English teacher to
strive for vivid and correct expression in writing, speaking, or dis,
cession if the biology teacher across the hall is permitting language
errors to go uncorrected and unchallenged. Nor, it might be noted,
is the cause of education advanced when the English teacher checks
a report only for grammar, s'ty'le and structure and ignores the ac-
curacy of historical or scientific fact which the report may contain.

4. Liberate the curriculum. No teacher canOr shouldattempt
to pound into the heads of children everything they need to know
about language or anything else. But to do otherwise requires that
the English teacher present a buffet of choices, rather than a meal
from a single text- The entire scope of resources, plays, movies, TV,
paperbacks particularly, newspapers, including the underground. press,
public speaking, debate, book reviews, (God save us from book
reports) should be the menu.

Having done these things, having first taken a hard look at our
own accountability, our own -shortcomings in knowledge, preparation,
curriculum and personal resources, we can then say with confidence
that we are ready to testify to the accountability of pupils, with ob-
jective data when possible, secure however in the knowledge that, for
each child and teacher, the ultimate accountabilities can be found
only "in the 'small one country of the spirit, ditched across the heart
in tender pain and there they stay, forever barricade against in.
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